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Wynn Free explores the remarkable parallels between the work of David WilcockÂ and the

legendary Edgar Cayce while he builds a convincing case that the two menÂ shared the same

source of prophetic information and that Wilcock might indeed beÂ Cayceâ€™s reincarnation.

Compiling some of Wilcockâ€™s most inspirational and life-transforming prophetic guidance from

his channeled Source, this book conveysÂ profound insights into topics such as earth changes,

secret cabals, soul evolution,Â death and reincarnation, ascension, crop circles, and the theory of

evolution.Â Explaining how energetic increases occurring in the Sun and planets can

haveÂ scientifically-measurable, far-reaching effects in a number of realms, TheÂ Reincarnation of

Edgar Cayce presents new evidence that this energy can transformÂ DNA, potentially making ESP,

telekinesis, levitation, and other paranormal activitiesÂ as common as breathing and usher in the

Golden Age promised by every majorÂ spiritual tradition in human history. Readers will come away

with a deeperÂ understanding not only of the life and work of both Wilcock and Cayce, but with

aÂ broader sense of the many forcesâ€”seen and unseenâ€”at work in the universe today.
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I picked up this book with some skepticism, as I'm an avid Cayce fan and hesitant to accept the

claims of someone who asserts he is Cayce's reincarnation. While I still don't feel I can say for

certain that I believe David Wilcock IS Cayce, I certainly find Wilcock plausible, mostly because the

voice of Ra sounds a great deal like Cayce's Source.To Wilcock, Ra speaks far more directly than



did Cayce's Source, however I tend to accept the explanation offered by this book's author, Wynn

Free, that as Cayce's "Source," Ra presented ideas and information to Cayce in a form consistent

with Cayce's fundamentalist Christainity. What's important here is that the concepts offered by Ra to

Wilcock are highly similar to those offered to Cayce by his Source.But whether Wilcock is, or is not,

Cayce's reincarnation isn't that important, and finding the answer to that question really is not the

reason to buy this book. The book is valuable for the elegant language and powerful ideas

expressed by Ra to Wilcock, as well as for the two final chapters, which are reprints of text written

by Wilcock that describe an astounding, and believable, way of understanding the nature of reality.

Also, one of the final chapters is an exposition of what Wilcock calls "the energetic engine of

evolution," which in and of itself is worth the purchase price of the book.Many of the ideas attributed

to Ra are not new to me. What is new is Ra's fresh and clear way of explaining them, and the

inspirational impact of the readings that Wilcock channels from Ra. These are so good that I have

shared them with several like-minded friends, and also made copies for myself so that I can read

portions immediately before or after I meditate.
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